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What’s a Manifest and why do we want to build one?

The IIIF Presentation API gives us a Model for presenting digital objects of 
cultural heritage on the web.

Collection, Manifest, Canvas, Range, Annotation, Content Resource...

unit of distribution

● A sequence of one or more views
● Each view is modelled as a Canvas.

Further reading: A Language for Digital Objects

https://medium.com/digirati-ch/a-language-for-digital-objects-bd5ab0cf0a84


Most Manifests are built by machines

● There are 100s of millions of digital objects represented by Manifests.

● As most of these are books, there are billions of Canvases. 

METS
MARC
CIDOC-CRM
DUBLIN CORE
Etc
Etc
Etc

National Library of Ireland
Public Domain



Today we’re more interested in artisanal manifests

Why would you want to make a manifest by hand?

Vanilla manifests - expect to work anywhere

● Take an existing manifest and tweak it
● Make a scrapbook
● Reconstruct a correspondence
● Argue with people about the order of movements in a symphony
● Create a new manifest from scratch, from raw media

Targeted manifests - full potential realised in specific environment

● Arrange a sequence of views to make an exhibit
● Save progress in a crowdsourcing project
● Build a digital publication
● Export from an annotation workbench



Take an existing manifest and tweak it



https://twitter.com/john_overholt/status/1371893317391183872

https://twitter.com/john_overholt/status/1371893317391183872


Reconstruct a correspondence



Tools

There are lots of tools, and this is not an exhaustive survey at all. 
Keep an eye on https://github.com/IIIF/awesome-iiif for others.

https://github.com/IIIF/awesome-iiif


Create a new manifest from scratch, from raw media

● Use a text editor - completely manual

Fine in moderation but painful , tedious, not scalable, not friendly.

● Write a script using a library 

- e.g., in Python:

Can be quick

Tools usually part of 
bigger libraries

https://github.com/iiif-prezi/iiif-prezi

More at

https://github.com/IIIF/awesome-iiif#presentation-api-libraries

https://github.com/iiif-prezi/iiif-prezi
https://github.com/IIIF/awesome-iiif


https://github.com/IIIF/awesome-iiif#presentation-api-libraries

https://github.com/IIIF/awesome-iiif


biiif



biiif

Create a manifest from folders+configuration

Can be used to create complex IIIF structures without writing code

https://github.com/edsilv/biiif

https://github.com/edsilv/biiif


Bodleian Manifest Editor



Bodleian Manifest Editor

https://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/manifest-editor/

The best bet for general purpose manifest construction

IIIF 2.1 … but you can use other tools to upgrade to IIIF 3

Supports the full specification

A great tool for remixing … importing canvases from other manifests.

https://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/manifest-editor/


Exhibit.



Exhibit.

Easy to use, can build an exhibit online and export as a IIIF Manifest

Guided tour between and within images

Supports 3D models too

Can be shared and embedded (like the Universal Viewer)

https://exhibit.so/

https://exhibit.so/


Storiiies



Storiiies

A guided tour of a single image

Also editable online

https://www.cogapp.com/storiiies

https://www.cogapp.com/storiiies


Annona



Annona

Not a manifest builder as such… but a tool for producing complex narratives on 
top of existing material, using IIIF and web annotations.

Storyboard for a single image

Storyboard for sequence (i.e., Manifest)

Storyboard for IIIF Ranges

Part of a larger IIIF tooling workflow that includes annotation tools and manifest 

builders.

https://ncsu-libraries.github.io/annona/

https://ncsu-libraries.github.io/annona/


Wax



Wax

Wax generates IIIF Manifests as part of generating static exhibit sites. 

It also generates the HTML, CSS and JavaScript to drive a small site.

“Wax was created for individuals and groups who either don’t have or don’t want 

to use a lot of resources to create their scholarly exhibitions. It’s best suited for 

folks who are willing to take on some technical responsibility in exchange for a lot 

of flexibility.”

https://minicomp.github.io/wax/

https://minicomp.github.io/wax/


Micrio



Micrio

Commercial subscription service

Upload images, set metadata

Allows export of HTML

Used by museums for hi-res exhibits

https://micr.io/

https://micr.io/


Digirati Manifest Editor



Digirati Manifest Editor

Aims to be a general purpose manifest editor,
for producing vanilla manifests

With plugins to transform it into an environment for creating bespoke 
targeted manifests, for guided tours, slideshows, and more complex 
exhibits.

Reaching into collections to tell stories (article)

How TU Delft use the manifest editor to build online exhibitions (video)

https://medium.com/digirati-ch/reaching-into-collections-to-tell-stories-3dc32a1772af
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZRXJaOYNbOD0jsOF79maKhxl5re4-2Kt/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZRXJaOYNbOD0jsOF79maKhxl5re4-2Kt/view


Save as IIIF… 
we need more tools!



Thank you!

These slides: bit.ly/tanc-tc

More awesome IIIF things: https://github.com/IIIF/awesome-iiif
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A bit more reading on the IIIF Universe

Beyond the Viewer: fragments and links in annotation space

http://bit.ly/tanc-tc
https://github.com/IIIF/awesome-iiif
https://cultural-heritage.digirati.com/
https://twitter.com/tomofhernehill
https://medium.com/digirati-ch/beyond-the-viewer-fragments-and-links-in-annotation-space-b3284e25f34

